Reproducibility and side differences of mechanical tests for determining the structural strength of the proximal femur.
In this experimental study, we evaluated the reproducibility error of mechanical strength tests of the proximal femur when simulating a fall on the trochanter. Based on side differences in femoral failure loads in 55 pairs of femora, we estimated the upper limit of the precision error to be 15% for the side impact test, whereas the intersubject variability was >40%. Mechanical tests are commonly used as the gold standard for determining one of the main functions of bones, that is, to provide mechanical strength. However, it is unknown what magnitude of error is associated with these tests. Here we investigate the precision error and side difference of a side impact test of the proximal femur. BMC was measured using DXA in 54 pairs of femora from donors 79.0 +/- 10.6 years of age. Bones were tested to failure, simulating a fall on the greater trochanter. Failure loads were 3951 +/- 1659N (CV% = 42%) on the right and 3900 +/- 1652N (CV% = 42%) on the left (no significant side difference). The average random difference of femoral BMC was 7 +/- 7% and that of femoral failure loads was 17 +/- 12%. The correlation between BMC and failure load was 79% (r2), but the association between side differences in failure load with those in BMC was only 4%. When confining the analysis to pairs with less than 5% differences in BMC (n = 31), side differences in failure loads were 15 +/- 13%. When correcting failure loads for side differences of BMC, the difference was 16 +/- 15% These results suggest that the upper limit of the precision error for femoral strength tests is approximately 15% in a side impact configuration. Given the large intersubject variability of failure loads, this test provides an efficient tool for determining the structural strength of the proximal femur in a fall.